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Production Areas
Building Maintenance Units

Our company, Ademsan Machinery, is one of the leading
suppliers of Building Maintenance Units (BMU), light
construction machinery and equipment. Our production
and support services departments are based in Istanbul,
Turkey.

Façade Cleaning Machines
Electrical Suspended Scaffolding
Special Design/ Custom-Made
Rebar Cutting Machines
Rebar Bending Machines
Resistance Bending Machines

Nexgen are the UK exclusive agents for
Ademsan Machinery
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Together with 20 distributors in Turkey and 15 overseas
(Europe, Asia & MENA regions), we manufacture our
products primarily for the construction industry.
Our carefully selected workforce has decades of combined
experience to bring project design, manufacturing,
installation, maintenance, and technical support services
for Building Maintenance Units, Special Design Platforms
and Rebar Cutting and Rebar Bending Machines.
Both standard and custom-designed platforms are
manufactured.
Our products undergo rigorous quality checks at all stages
of production.
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AST-70

Series Façade Cleaning System

Telescopic jibbed heavy type façade cleaning system
mounted on the terrace.

Slewing of the main body allows access /reach to all
points on the façade.

In accordance with the buildings’ façade jib length this
system is manufactured between 10 m to 40m.

By means of the hydraulic piston lift, the working platform’s
distance from the façade can be adjusted according
to the project and the platform can be parked upon the
terrace.

AST 70 series machines are high rise and preferred for on
buildings with a lot of elevation differences.
According to request and in accordance with the project,
two-person platforms are produced either drummed or
hoisted.
As the system can be both moveable and fixed , horizontal
movement is performed upon a double rail.
If the machine is to be moveable, a movement area of 3
m rail axis is required on the terrace.
Machines’ main body can be raised in order to forgo the
parapet or other mechanical obstacles on the terrace.
Upon requirement and according to the project, with the
main bodys’ telescopic movement, machines can be
hidden.
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All movements can be controlled via the control panel
inside the working platform.
Upon requirement, cable control or e-cable control
systems can be applied.
AST-70 series façade cleaning systems are preferred
upon building heights up to 500m.
Measures such as double security wire ropes, safety lock
system and wire rope tension provide a safe working
environment.
Lower and upper limit switch operator errors are prevented
by the overload sensor system and collision sensor bar.
Manufacturing and assembly is in accordance with EN
1808 standards and norms.

The +/- 45° rotatable spreader / separator arm, mounted at
the end of the jib, provides convenient access.
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Top limit switches

Single Telescopic

Double Telescopic

Triple Telescopic

Separator /Rotary

Limit switches

Quadruple Telescopic

Quintuple Telescopic
Standard Telesopic BMU
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